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Put Neil Young on

And turn up the sound

Drive up the coastline

Maybe Ventura

Watch the waves make signs

Out on the water

I wanna watch the ocean bend

The edges of the sun then

I wanna get swallowed up in

An ocean of love

Lucinda Williams
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Prelude

In the redwood forest space 

itself is vertical, as if a big 

invisible orchestra, their 

instruments at the ready. 

They haven’t begun

will never have begun. 

What you hear 

is the symphony of 

anticipation in vertical 

space rising. The sound is 

real as the mind. I mean 

the person next to you 

would hear it too 

if she was here.

West of the redwoods horizontal space opens the Pacific, its opening widening. 

The person beside you is an empty vessel, not like the word ghost or a violin in flames 

but the sound of terns and murres and gulls landing in a small craft unmanned and adrift.
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1.

Push offshore across the Pacific

high pressure builds a high will.

Build and hold the area

approaching luminous waters.

Come, sit at my table 

of moons and penumbras.

Living on an amoral plane/planet

in a morally ambiguous system

I left my baby in lighthouse A.

Perdition, from perdér, to lose.

Pithecanthropus, admit the worms of the senses.

We have evolved from loss, the delightful

ambiguity of light.

As another low crosses the waters 

move away from the area

a coastal trough strengthening offshore 

where systems will cross.
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2.

Expect a westerly stretch of swell 

to furrow the coastal waters 

between Freya’s anticipatory force

and the hazardous increase of alpha patterns.

Dawn breaks like a window seconds before I might have seen it     a tier     

something tearing thru the fabric     meaning torn     to pieces     of repetition. 

Dawn breaks like a voice repeating with the same inflection     bird over and over 

again. It is morning and there are pieces of glass on the carpet.     “Blue blue 

windows behind the stars.”     It is morning on the carpet     pieces of it moving. 

“Throwing shadows on our eyes.”     Because I don’t know where you are     

in a closet     wallpaper peeling away to expose newspaper from 1901     dawn 

breaks like the news eating thru a wall     “leaves us     helpless, helpless…”

High fog spreading slowly across the Northern Cross

Cygnus disappears behind the Redwood Curtain.

System O will develop a thermal low

producing heavy periods of isolation.
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3.

A cold front traversing the Great Basin

dense fog across evening persists

a hazardous synopsis for a small craft

patchy but worthy to weather the O.

My vocation is selection and arrangement

a cosmic flicker a moss-hung limb.

Yours is injection and estrangement

bombs over trees over bodies.

The difference results in poetry, meaning 

being feeling, meaning being difference     

feeling differently now about evening

whatever stars mean falling 

in orbit around an absent origin.

Briefly the moon moves a coastal ridge

resulting in windy light. A bird 

without eyes pressurizing a will, Odin

will chop the seas and push back the sun.
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4.

Surface pressure pushes area S ashore.

With moderate to gale force results

a short-period fresh northerly swell 

gradually replenishes Thor.

A word cannot live alone anymore     than we can

we canners in a fish plant     wishing.

Sun shines upon salmonberry in the woods

words following one another

into spaces a mind vents     invented by them

the makers of fish plants

sit in sparsely furnished rooms and blow

cigar smoke into vents

salmonberry along a creek growing

more luminous and less real.

A fisherman reels in a silver can.

This is a failure of the Logos

the miracle of fish and loaves. Love’s 

broken. Glassy waves break

a spell     real as the Tin Man.

“I, sir, am a canner.

I can.”

Pressure aloft will shift a will

an occluded front turning into O.

Ghostly waters pull a small craft

slowly over undertow.
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5.

Winds and seas expected to ease up

a bit of W on a cross

between the small craft anchored offshore

and a red chain 15 feet from a shark.

Whatever’s born of fire 

is fire. An ocean

scatters a beach with logs.

Whatever’s not in the fire will rot

the thought of you standing 

on a beached log whose body glimmers

like the fur of a marine mammal.

Dark blue waves beat against the log

the Logos the only meat.

As a low migrates inland a high regains strength.

A steep pressure gradient between an O and an E

will push offshore a stronger will, the length

of its chain diminishing in the sea.
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6.

Coupled with a low trough a rough system

over the Pacific is producing powerful

northerly winds, weakened gradients resulting

in visible forms along the coast.

Legos and Lincoln Logs

Logos, a rope between a man-boy

and a buoy in fog.

At Gettysburg not a dress on a single body

therefore civil. 

Your head on a swivel

named Polaris     

go north

where the wind is a Ferris wheel.

There is a rope in the knot.

Whole centuries of thought to obliterate

the distinction between outside and in.

Whole cemeteries.

The ocean glistens

rushes white on green. 

Listen.

Moving a cross south

across northern waters

waters the mouth, a shark

approaching a small craft.
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7.

A southerly surge approaches a W

the whole region vanishing in fog

followed by faceless features of soggy light.

Holes for eyes, Odin hardly moves.

Sticks, branches and logs, a beach gathered and strewn.

Bones. All bones – dinosaur, deer, bird, rodent. Human.

It is human to say so, to admit 

a resemblance thru the same circuit

as a vulture perched on a sea lion carcass

while the ocean roars     echoes against basalt, slate

silt and sand in salt wind where a line

of cormorants wavers over whitewash.

Lava cools to form basalt. A little slower 

into teeth     crystallize     the complexity of patterns.

An ocean moves thru the same circuit

of desire, a thousand creases     the vulture perched on the sea-

lion carcass, a blue straw from some fast food or gas station dispenser. 

It is human     to pattern movement     against a tide

as the tide     with its thousand teeth

pulls back     against the patterns     

against the bones.

Southerly gales followed by a wave of showers

push Odin inland overnight

a small craft plunging forward and back

large swell, gorms and cobblies in the gulf of Ak.
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8.

Continue to pressure a system

significant force expected to foreshadow

storms and shadows offshore.

Hazardous observations quicken Odin.

It is an act of transparency

     tearing at the edges

the very thereness of the world

whether you wake up or not.

Only when surface opacity dissolves 

a shark appears

the whole perceptible sky the color of a bruise.

It has been raining, it is raining and it is going to rain.

Swell will peak to 16 feet west of a will

evening becoming numerous and scattered 

a man with a handful of sand

to isolate a hazardous past.
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9.

Injected to add wave periods to Thor

a thermal trough develops the interior. 

Several hundred miles of moonlight

lift the O from a crab-shelled shore.

From my first anxious wish, anguish.

Tired of moving from solitude

I’ve begun to cultivate a ghost.

He rides a chariot drawn by goats

holds a hammer—Miölnir—wields it.

To distort the integrity of the original message

I’ve begun cultivating beurre noir

lavender bergamot and nard.

“There is honey in the groin.”

When you said it it turned

into ghost-honey

still turning 

in my sleep.

Summer conditions outside the stratus deck

a man centered near 37N waits

almost stationary, 29 millibars moving

quiet seas at the edge of his face.
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10.

While the buoy remains anchored 

a cold front builds behind Thor.

The will stalls, resulting in radar 

images destabilizing a center.

Thor is a surface-to-surface intermediate range ballistic missile.

In the valley of a big wet acanthus leaf a chocolate brown slug

Barry Bonds, being a slugger, slugs homers

Homer’s affiliation with Odin, god of poetry, wisdom and war

a typical Bonds dinger being described as a Thor—

“He’s launched another one up into the Stygian darkness”

reminds me of the plane you fly away on.

I watch it shrink to the size of a baseball

then a red blip, then nothing.

System O shifts toward the interior

a low pressure gradient increasing

winds across a digital prototype, Odin 

building an analog fire on the screen.
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11.

Slowly system O pushes the gulf of Alaska

across a Northern Oregon moon, a metaphor 

for Odin’s waxing mouth, twenty-two 

Aleutian geese check-marking south.

4 in a forest. For rest

one mustn’t stop here. There must be more

like 4,000 within a 40 foot radius

black, brown, green and yellow—

on a granite slab beside a creek

on skunk cabbage and Queen-Anne’s-Lace

on trunks of hemlocks, columns of the Parthenon—

slugs in the ruins of a heart.

Their antennae receive signals and transmit messages.

If you look closely you will see they really are moving

like a clock’s fingers

ticks of rain on lovesick leaves

a process of getting used

to your slowness

passing my ghost.

Inland warming increases the thermal low

a slow cooling trend beginning in the will.

As system O blooms over Freya’s island

a glassy wave rolls and curls over a girl.
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12.

Increased flow surges from a W

a heat-driven low intensifying the interior.

Grey as Athena’s eyes Sleipnir, Odin’s

8-legged horse blocks out the sun.

A knob on a horizon 

Freya turns on the blue gas jets 

of a sky mirrored on a bay.

Because I’d become fluent in bluegill

you walked off the dock. Now

the small craft is big with absence

my blue clock.

The state drifts over an urn

an ash tree on a ridge, blustery.

Easterly surface flow intensifies

below bleached skies Caspian terns.
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13.

Associated with a clear surface

low over the Pacific, Freya’s nearness

illumines inner waters, severe 

swell creasing a northerly will.

Because of you my experience is real.

You can feel it

moving in my chest

thought within thought within thought

a rock dropped from the bow of a small craft 

the island of Freya

receives the waves.

Beauty was the first natural fact

which is not to say things like pulp mills

strip mines and malls aren’t beautiful

but an island that cannot be because it no longer exists

is an island nonetheless.

You can feel it.

Introspection persists between surfaces

moving inland, a hazardous synopsis

to develop a face, Freya’s eyes

rising and falling with the waves.
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14.

Morning, little winds refresh

before system O waters the gulf

a sunny area moving offshore where 

cloud-light pours into a bright trough.

The tip of Squaxin Island is a buffalo

tremulous reflection

wavy lines of fir trees

my small craft adrift.

The Squaxin believe the universes 

like salmon

return. The Plains people 

believed the buffalo would return 

and the Christians Christ.

I’d hoped you’d return but now

alone in this small craft alone

with your ghost my ghost

is beginning to breathe

to believe in nothing 

like spring.

Weather continues to pull a will

an inverted trough deepening

as a ridge begins to break down

pushing the coast from the gulf.
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15.

From Seattle to 700 miles off L.A.

locate today between a deep trough 

and the long rays of Freya, warm air 

under a white flock crossing the sun.

Where we were 

there were salmon

black-mouth, Chinook.

Our story was a blue rose and a blue

bowl of thorns

hornets on a bleeding hook.

Where we are is not a story

where we are the water is empty of fish

and no one comes to shore to pick the flowers

that used to grow here.

As a strong low near 36N grows

ghost-birds dance above green water. 

No one’s not an island

Vancouver adrift, diminishing chance.
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16.

King tide, tall seas and capacious winds

will gradually subside before Odin begins 

increasing the distance between a small 

craft and the orange buoy it’s tied to.

The watch I found on a beach was still ticking

but you’ve been gone for two years.

Watch     on a bright shore

tidelines vanish.

The watch I found on a beach was still ticking

but you’ve been gone for three years.

The watch tells time to distinguish

X from internal wish

on a purple star a yellow jellyfish.

The watch I found on the beach is still ticking

but I’ve been gone before.

Meanwhile system O continues to produce

force. Boundaries approaching a center

enter cooler and cooler flow

a frontal low followed by swallows.
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17.

More and more pressure builds

a strong long-period northwest swell

beginning to arrive, its echo the shape 

of Odin’s ear, a gibbous moon disappearing.

You and I were here once.

Not holding hands but here.

Solid, actual    

a big-leaf maple right in front of me

and the vast apparition of it 

mossy October limbs stretch crookedly 

over a creek and a footbridge

orange leaves like the open legs of starfish.

A south swell will combine with a northwest to create

wedging A-frame waves bowling across a sandbar

a boy with a plastic bucket, bright yellow

out of which two spiny rays of starfish.
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18.

A surface low will weaken the will

while the thermal high intensifies

a California morning trough

a stronger rise approaching.

Last time I was with you. 

Now I’m alone but

it’s still beautiful—

Sequoia overwhelms

and water     its sweetness     

sun glowing on it

and fish beneath 

invisible     but moving

           almost more than one 

can bear.

A thermal low persists across system O 

a foggy ridge spreading the interior

where the will softens and thaws

a warm synopsis uncovering the sun.
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19.

To maintain a flow of light 

across the waters gradually lift 

a craft high over the Great Basin

moving ashore a morning moon.

A tree trunk beside a glass law building

is horse-like.

I want to believe in a law that connects 

moon, tree, horse, you

an invisible bridge from one thing

to every other

also defined     as a hole     

a cloud     shaped like a centaur

devours itself.

While a frontal system stalls 

the small craft, build slowly 

then push, with increasing S

continued light thru the hole.
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20.

Cold drifts approach Point Conception

another surface with another shift

an interior moon circling back

toward the first afternoon.

There’s a way to be quiet

a sticky note

wind working away at the adhesive

beset on all sides like the path

rarely clear enough to hear

a glassy wave break across a sandbar

your red skin perspiring on a beach

the peach on your towel on my board

uneaten.

A small craft drifts behind an archipelago

broad pressure centered near 140E.

Hazardous currents bend the O

a shark with fiberglass between its teeth.
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21.

From a crag of a white peak at 14,000 feet

peek in at the will. Northwest swell

will rise to 16 feet, a rip current

trailing Freya’s dress.

I tried to keep the end from fraying 

but nothing can stop the tide

and darkness 

whether it moves in or out

the waves come

whether you remember our last kiss

time having eaten that event

as well as this.

While winter gusts persist across the interior

a white motion approaching a ghost, your 

heart’s not forecasted to be in the forecast.

Mine’s not forecasted to be.
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22.

Form passes a moon

thru morning waters, dissipating 

cold. Drift tonight into the middle

or build back thru the will.

So much beauty

so few ring at my bell

and it’s never you.

Dew on the folds

bluebell, coxcomb.

With a cocksure swagger it comes

twirling a rope.

Pulled taut

it tolls.

A high synopsis builds into the region

moving the middle north of a will.

Your ghost still there in the lighthouse

a foghorn echoes against a coast.
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23.

Both a high and a low will increase

gale gusts over the waters aloft.

Move inland across Humboldt Bay

Freya’s eyes intruding.

Beads of sunlight traverse a web

strung from a blue spruce

in the underbrush a smoky grey bird

voice like the grinding of two little gears.

It isn’t your voice I miss.

It’s your mouth.

A pressure gradient strengthens south

of the small craft, California ripening.

Blue-grey winds crisscross invisible seas 

warmer and wetter over Freya’s opening.
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24.

Days tighten toward an end

return along the O over coastal waters

with a gradual increase in clarity

Saturn glowing in the western night.

Where a mind lands people 

see two colors, piety

and anxiety, a nun driving a blue

Prius thru a red light.

When she says prism you hear prison

inescapable but capable

of expansion, potentially infinite

even here where you slip

so easily into nostalgia, your past

drained of fear.

Days last on the coast of Saturn

begin to build a variable system 

ringing the Pacific with fresh swell 

a neap tide deepening inner waters.
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25.

Big Sur remains

a persistent deep surface low

marooned in a gulf of the will

marine winds curving a cliff.

Kiss the shore and vanish 

little ripples of a past

unraveling cove.

Picture vibrations of invisible strings

a Bohemian waxwing

two eyes and one beak aimed at the center

as if the o in sol

were a red berry.

A weak occluded front will cross and stall 

over coastal fog, building shreds in isolated light.

The associated tightening requires a storm

Thor’s approach by dim and vapors.
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26.

A broad low developing high 

in the will will turn the coast 

invisible, warm air beneath a flock

of Aleutian geese lost now in cloud.

Wind reveals a winding creek

salal and Solomon’s seal

blackberry and huckleberry along a bank

the shape of a stream in the bark of a hemlock.

Ferns—five-fingered, lady, sword, and deer—

a doe on the other side

hears you and goes.

The buck stops

his stillness absolute, God-like.

Freya’s radiance dimmed, capricious 

winds traverse inner waters. Fog

hovers low over the coast, a pall

pale and cool as a corpse.
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27.

A southern border fluctuates

drifting north of a spindrift

Freya will push beneath the will 

as pressure deepens a brush.

Imagine the painting without my 

view interfering with yours—

blackbird leaves the canvas

a word whose meaning diminishes

to a point which vanishes.

Thimbleberry and trillium align

a trail, the trill

of varied thrush, orange-streaked

and black. Hush, says the black

thru a branch-lit opening ocean peaks.

A small craft crawls thru system O

low pressure submerging the buoy.

Stay thermal, a clear high climbing 

where Freya will reblue the sky.
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28.

An upper-level disturbance 

moving across morning will shift

scattered winds as Odin begins 

to build into the will a small craft.

An alder leaf shaped like an arrowhead, jagged ridges like little dorsal fins around

the edge, mostly green turning yellowish brown in one spot, veering off the V-

shaped veins tiny capillaries form an intricate labyrinth, and thru the shapes bugs 

have eaten you see fir branches and spruce and a triangle of turquoise, one apex 

being vaporized by a bright golden-white light and you wonder if there’s 

something, not beyond the universe but the universe itself, that makes both life 

and death infinitely small.

Thru much of Thor a late drop

off into pressure locates system O

a thermal trough pushing a will

as it builds further toward the sun.
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29.

A thermal low west of Cape Mendocino

will lower the will into Cape Blanco

a warm front forming a pink-orange beam 

across the white cape of Mount Diablo.

Spring’s first signifier is yellow.

At the end of each stem 2 flowers

a teacup on a saucer if the saucer were

a 5-pointed yellow star.

You’re a number, a voice says

and the saucer whirs

against the limits of speech.

Daffodils in a glass vase lasted longer than we couldn’t talk.

This is how we communicate after the gold rush

“flying Mother Nature’s silver seed to a new home in the sun.”

Trailed by a cold mirror a strong 

trough envelops the interior

the intersection of two systems 

resulting in undifferentiated night.
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30.

450 miles west of Monterey Bay

slowly drifts before turning

Freya’s eyes northward

anticipating yesterday. 

Daylight reveals shadows around clumps of turf, beveled edges of lime-green hills

crisscrossing furrows caused by the weight of animals walking, animals invisible 

now except for cows in bright sunlight around fractal oaks, branches and twigs 

like axons and dendrites. This is California. Central, nervous, we don't live here, 

only pass thru Silicon Valley with its pixies and ash.

10 feet move into tin-blue water

5 godwits embodying chance.

As system O envelops a coast

balance the ghost between a man.
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31.

West swell will build rapidly 15 feet

from a cross. Pass over

or shift the axis along a coast

the will to continue well offshore.

Place the forest here, where you and I once, where an olive-green slug trudges 

across an olive-black stump, a huge redwood stump a wall of charred cinders  

patterned with crooked squares and rectangles, where a spruce root has been 

hacked off so as not to encroach upon the trail, sap oozing down a little slope like 

a melted candle.

A big cold front will cross a coast

build briefly the San Francisco Bay

then push inland across the approach

of evening, Freya in sleeves of vapor.
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32.

Hard and cold under Freya

a small craft cannot save us. 

Reverse the surface or plunge

headfirst thru twisted waters.

A floating easement for the ingress and egress of egrets, more the blue of a 

stained-glass window than a dress-shaped piece of sky cut to fit deliciously, a 

bright cerulean blue only barely real, your realness is less pronounced now 

encumbering every movement, every breath. You cannot walk away, an ordinary 

being gradually fading from view. Like an egret you can only appear and dis.

Dissipate before dark

before moving a shore 12 feet

a portion of the shark reduced 

visibility resulting in sharper seas.
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33.

Draped across coastal waters

Freya’s dress drifts north

between buoy 11 and buoy 13

12 feet from a shark.

Starlings in the tops of 10 Monterey pines

100 in each top

1,000 starlings speaking at once

1,000,000 inflections woven

into 1 fabric of sound.

Magic only occurs in numbers.

There are no numbers in Nature.

Merlin will only answer certain questions

if dignity is present.

He never wanted to turn

into a hawk

but the alternative was unspeakable.

You’d think the starlings invented it.

Above the coastal ridge a strong low

moves a cross across a bridge.

A seahawk glides over a man paddling

trying not to think about the shark.
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34.

The disciplined repetition of Saturn 

relieves pressure in the gulf

over which white birds pass

isolating a small craft.

Every day at 3 o’clock an old man walks around 

a marsh     talks to egrets.

Stealthily between stalks of marsh-grass

an egret     glides     with silent strides     

wades     waits     strikes.

When it bites the front of his board he hears the stringer twist and snap

when he aims his finger at its blackish eye the size of a fist it 

lowers its steel-grey lid and when he makes a fist it 

clenches its nose into thick sharp wrinkles.

A candlefish between the long yellow scissors of its bill.

A great white belly fading beneath a mangled board.

8 o’clock, the old man walks to his room, raises the blinds.

Saturn is in the southeastern sky

a semi-bright unblinking white eye.

Developing a series moves the approach

of a man with a shark for a ghost

their little stretch of coast almost

protected from development.
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35.

Move rapidly thru the O

reducing becoming to a variable drizzle.

A coastal trough shifting offshore late

will result in turbulent light.

Long stretches of luminescent clouds 

like a molten river above 

violet-black swell 

is heliolatry

the sun mixed with the sea 

in shades beneath 

a green canopy

the shade of your body 

flickering by mindlight.

Across the Pacific into Southern Oregon

evening will hold a bright ridge nudged

by a warm front pushing the border

an orphaned moon over Northern California.
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36.

Discrepancies between your forecast 

and mine will short-circuit the will

an ocean the color of beryl, big

hollow waves barreling across a sandbar.

Scrawled in the sand with a stick

And Be     Kind One     To Another

perpendicular to the shore

so the message will vanish in the following order:

And Be     Kind One     To Ano

And Be     Kind O

And Be     K

And B

A.

Note the supple curvature

of the snake-like stem from base to bowl

a porcelain flower 

gleaming white under lavender dusk

its brown and yellow stains washed clean

in a grey-green sea.

Now the sun is an egg yolk on an ink-blue plate.

Centered 200 NM west of Cape Blanco

stall and drift before lifting the will east 

of Odin. Fog clears a pier and a seagull 

sees a man crouched in the cave of a wave.
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37.

To bridge two forecasts resist

dominant patterns, broad and strong

northerly flow across system O

a long cold shoulder left darkling.

Focus on the bridge.

Memory will not let you pass.

The bridge is red and represents the British Army

Indians and Communists.

The bridge is what language

bumps up against     what happens 

between the words     a ledge 

from which a man-boy jumps.

Advisory conditions centered offshore

wind speeds screeching thru the O

a thermal low shifts east 

lifting the ghost-bird high.
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38.

The small craft can’t be reached

radio waves of hazardous data 

moving Frigg thru Oregon fog

the rig’s cargo nearly beached.

A man sits under a bridge

unsure which direction the voices.

Who made the fog burns off

a dog digging like a spade.

What turns up turns on—

a red phone 

dead now, and the dog, ours.

The hours don’t change the bridge 

is made of phonemes, the word JIB sprayed

blue on a concrete joist almost

underwater.

From Hawaii a small craft returns

messages. Pressure pushes a will

under a bridge into the Great Basin

its light becoming variable around Odin.
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39.

Bright surfaces traverse a will

a frontal boundary between the approach

of an inverted thermal trough and a man 

duckdiving a 12-foot wall of whitewater.

A bridge connects by separation.

Simultaneity stays and leaves

the leaves of a sweetgum floating downstream 

with seed-pods and feathers, scraps 

of memories.     

Creek water flows fast and slow 

over big rocks and little rocks.

Repetition soothes, smoothes the hearing

as if it were grains of pine

a bridge no more mine than you.

A cold black current moves thru Freya

builds back the Pacific ridge.

To jut out a bit from the frame

sit on a cross or carry it across a bridge.
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40.

Push slowly behind a cold front

holding most of the gust inside.

Exhausting a coastal trough a man 

vanishes in a hollow wave.

“A bridge player cannot afford to be a coward; he must be brave, often 

putting his neck under the guillotine. He will find that the opponents rarely

drop the blade, so his head stays attached to his neck.”

Rock doves nest under concrete

a skull-cap moon looking down.

Headlights cross in the foggy night

their photons don’t experience time. 

Strange beams—yellow, purple and green—

two by two from mainland to island and back

an infinite procession of invisible machines.

When morning reveals a small craft

install a thermal for an elegant tern.

Ghost-birds juke the falling blade

quiet wings rising above the stern.
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41.

Bright creatures round the sun

place a coast under hazardous light.

Dense swell will build tonight, a past

immense as the shadow night casts.

A book is not right for bridge players

whether it opens a holy forest

or sinks beneath a drunken boat

the moat around Camelot replaced

by an ocean without a single fish.

Picture the becoming immaterial of matter

an invasion of the heart. You

whose position’s always changing relative 

to anything, if you’d stay put

I’d put the squeeze on you.

Under pressure to internalize the O 

traverse a surface or remain anchored

a high ridge tilts the Pacific and a pelican 

swerves above the collapsing eave of a wave.
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42.

Winds alight across the near shore

raising early morning waves. Rise 

slowly S thru the will, a cross 

between scattered and isolated light.

Among barnacles, broken shells and piles of brown seaweed

sanderlings blend in in the sand.

A bridge between their blending and my ghost is a game.

You are South, the declarer in 3 spades.

Lead a heart at trick 4 to cut the opposition’s communications

sanderlings meandering the shore, almost weightless.

Burn up East’s entry before West is ready to receive the ruff.

It’s a classic scissors coup. You

are dead.

I said this to my ghost

but when it says it back it has more weight.

With a second system approaching

behind the O, much cooler air

will flow thru Thor, steep 

short-period swell pounding the near shore.
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While higher seas reform an interior

remain offshore in light vessels

particle-waves seething synoptic curls

greener and greener as Freya nears.

What to lead against seven diamonds, seven seas.

Suddenly feeling that there is a ghost

automatic vulnerability

isolating the ace, you

with seven teeth beneath a small craft, smell a game.

Good players think there’s too much luck involved.

If you don’t get the cards you can’t win.

I’d have sailed the seven seas for you.

If you don’t get the poem you can’t open

one diamond.

With white-caps, steep gusts around a cape

and a deep gap growing between fore and aft

a thermal low weakens a man without a will

diamonds sinking beneath the small craft.
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Brush early waters tonight

then line the entrance to Humblodt Bay

with unseasonably large swell

filling today with Freya.

One of today’s jumbles is GREBID

a grebe on a bridge.

You hardly ever see them out of water

which is why you hardly ever see the word 

moving away, turning

red, a suit—heart or diamond.

To defeat the contract East must apply the Rule of Eleven.

When declarer calls for a low from the dummy at trick one

eleven grebes appear below a bridge.

As high pressure develops the O

an upper-level low will envelop

Freya's diamonds, her red suit 

turning the bay pink in sunlit fog.
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Flap toward the will, a kite

developing low into high observations.

Continue again with rain and night

and Freya will move across the waters.

Today’s jumble is SNORPI.

Everyone inhabits a particular

prison

a wet shadow emergent in sun.

As the shore-rush recedes grains and beads

coalesce in luminescent screeds.

Blazing grids of twilight mobilize a past. 

The sun is oval, vowel, mouth

a partial vacuum behind a point of closure.

Push tonight quietly thru coastal waters

full moon pulling tide over pools of stars

a small craft tied to buoy 9, the space 

between the bars no longer mine.
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Terns, a heat-driven interaction over blue 

fogs interior features, a will remaining 

anchored offshore as low pressure aloft 

dips softly into system O.

North advertises a void. South

knowing its partner has at most one heart

trapped forever, poetry bores

ghost people ignore it.

I wouldn’t, even if I had

a mouth, lie to you.

Bird-head, crab legs and dead seaweed

thought-prints the tide erases, your face

brightens behind a white scree

above a rock terns turning raucous

screaming at the sea.

A small craft vanishing in fog, Frigg

programs the O to strengthen isolation

a cold trough building ghostly forms

along the coast, mostly winged.
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Followed by colder moons

another system moves below the will

southerly flow over a series of lows

pulling a small craft off course.

The game is Asteroids. Push hyperspace

you blink out of existence

and reappear at a random point on a screen.

“I am afraid they will treat me more severely than the others when I get 

back. We in the City of Dis are not so badly off as 15 poor fellows in the 

salt mines of Saltesno, 400 kilometers north of here. They have been 

working underground 4 years and have never seen the sun in all that time.”

Sometimes you reappear in an even more

precarious position than before

the oncoming asteroid only centimeters away

fog moving low over a bay

where a swallow or bat either appears or dis.

4 feet south of Humboldt Bay 7 seconds

fog early measurements, today

remaining patchy, nearly stationary

as tonight approaches fresh blue sea.
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Evening hours drift around a coast

a round wind becoming vivid.

Short-period south swell will prevail

Odin’s wife curled inside a sea-snail.

Dead fish tell the buzzards

fennel smells like licorice.

In fog it’s difficult to tell

swallows from bats.

In Hell it’s difficult to tell

one from oneself.

If you are a yellow jellyfish I am a stick of black licorice.

Sand-verbena and vetch patch a dune

on which a man stares at a man on a moon

the difference being

a void at the center

a heart, red and black

buzzards circling.

Generated by patterns becoming

mixed behind a cold front, black wings

diminish in clear blue. Feeling fixed 

a man picks up an oar and disappears.
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49.

Before the low tightens a variable

night malingers slightly, intensifying W.

Cassiopeia forces the lightsource, a purple 

dress drifting north of the small craft.

A cold game

vulnerability mathematically signaling the queen—

powerlines connected by a series of towers, each one the frame

of a Victorian dress with 3 pairs of shoulder-sleeves.

Your ghost smiles in a closet

visualizes the lie of the unseen.

The invisible steams windows seem lonely

but it’s just me.

Bringing light to an anchored will 

a thermal cross remains 

interior, the sun seen

from beneath a galaxy of krill.
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Interactions with a thermal low

suspend the approach of Odin

resulting in expectations, high

and choppy in the outer will.

A smell of yellow dust and wild mustard

cruciferae

being a curse.

This is only a game.

My interruptions

intentional or unintentional

cannot disarm the device

rhetorical, a wren blending in

in the reeds.     Rep rep

repetition needs a quill

a lie to tell.

That’s what I mean by only

a game, the same rules

apply.     Lonely.

A high surface pattern expected

to cross a will, mixed systems 

build the next move over sea-cliffs 

pelicans shaped like a Z.
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Hush the water and a will lingers

giving way to wind raising a swing

a rope tied to an oak on a cliff

nudged southward by a cold front.

Cotoneaster

another Tony. Another tree

in a heart     split

between where it is and where it wants.

It wants to sprout up everywhere and maybe you

Tony, with your self-image

should let it.

Pressure skirts portion E, a weak disturbance.

Even if there’d been a lightning storm

I’d have climbed up to you

but there wasn’t a tree in the whole forecast.
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The Oregon coast will intensify tonight

a cold front associated with system O

watering a cross, gusty rain

to cleanse the intersection by morning.

Begin to understand a system only

by beginning not to be.

It’s not as simple as dying

a ghost composed of negative mass

sealing its openings.

During mass the ceiling opens.

The word light had been spoken 7 times

but nothing happened

your body as real as before and farther. 

Pressure will extend the Northern Cross

before another warm swell follows 

south a flock of glaucous-winged gulls

a man emerging from a wave’s mouth.
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An intense blue will develop below 

send a cold front thru the will and move

15 seconds under storm O

digital forms tracking a small craft.

Words interfere.

Interference patterns mirror

birds

two scaups drifting across a luminous mirror of black cypresses 

a crow with a limp red frog in its beak.

I have nothing

more than a ghost

to hold.

If you dip your wound into green water

it will turn gold.

Slowly ripen onshore thru early wind

a maroon sunstar in a tidepool. 

Warm troughs will fill and refill 

dead fog growing offshore.
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Behind system O several days is now

removing the Mendocino coast

a stalled center unsettled

as shapes below a small craft.

Define lonely as electromagnetic wave passing 

thru solid objects.

Messages bend in space bent by mass

suspending a bridge over its image. Your face     

still     your hand waving     always 

the inaction in action

moves north at the same rate

I drive south     a black night dilating.

A deep trough pulls a will off course

an unusually strong spring bringing

gale forces followed by rising swells

cold and walled as Odin’s wife.
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Several hundred miles of water Odin  

will pull a small craft across

a thermal trough intensifies again

stretching northward into Oregon sun.

At midnight shrimp and squid blink

shimmer blink

Language. God. Universe.

You and I in a small craft beneath Cygnus  

water moves the blackness

while blackness moves the water below

a phosphorescent glow.

Barnacles on a broken lobster pot

offshore wind and northwest swell

pressure a vessel toward the surf spot

rainbows of spray above wavecrests.
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Twilight falls on a small craft

on which a goddess gains.

To circulate the interior

night will shift its remains. 

It occupies the eyes.

Reassemble them. It will resemble you

“and He saw that it was good”

“for every atom belonging to me as good belongs to you”

the opposite of self-

alienation

softening a coffin.

She herself demands.

The you must stand

cramped, deranged

in her.

An osprey rising in a thermal 

where Freya’s surface gives way

wintry winds will persist over days

under a cloud shaped like a fist.
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A bright ridge expanding a will

will bridge the trough

between a hydrological synopsis

and Freya’s breath across a surface.

As if the sea were sick

purging itself in violent convulsions

a white explosion

brief magnificence of spray above

frothy scud.

The ocean is sick but not angry

and it doesn’t need poetry

to tell it how acidic

how to rise.

Centered over windy light moving ashore

a surface low deepens the will, Odin

building blue fire perceived as red, the bill 

of an oystercatcher on Grandmother Rock.
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Larger longer-period swell will begin

to enliven the Head, producing more

significant temptations, a forecast

corrected to add isolation.

Focus on a seagull 

around which a shore is 4 mirrors emblazed. 

I no longer care who holds you.

Stare into the sun

a melancholy prince behind a red door

prints on the shore—

seagull, dog, human—

an acquired cipher for pattern recognition

writing in the sand 

foamed and flooded.

Interactions between an osprey

and a thermal high over the Pacific

result in equilibrium, Freya

filling a will’s imaginary center. 
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As an area of upper S descends

over the interior, warmer air

will begin moving the will, a man 

opening a window on the sea.

Dawn slowly blooms across a ridge.

Between the ridge and a lagoon powerlines line

a road from one end of eternity—

worm trails in sand my eye

follows dead ends as two swallows

perform impossible maneuvers over glass.

Almost impossible, I almost forget

your lips, the hum in the powerlines.

High in the O and low over bright 

blue water a cold front will prevail

spread cooler air around the will

a firm trough pushing a surface further. 
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Park along a coast

keeping a shark in view.

Offshore waters move ashore tonight

hold the will down under system O.

“So far away”

You, second person singular, who

don’t have a very precise concept of time

one promise occupying two places at once.

I mean what the words mean

marine winds swirling about.

Between nothing and nothing we are a bridge—

there is no inside, no out.

A rising interior gradient forms

warm winds thru a canyon while

a man Vancouver settles moves 

signaling the last in a series of storms.
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In from a slowly approaching sun

a 900MB low west of Washington

will build little moves in the will

push into evening a small craft.

Always something speaking thru something else

leaving you projected 

onto a beach 

an absent presence beneath     

a peach and salmon splash of twilight.

Yesterday survives in them

your eyes which do not age 

green 

as the weeds in my heart

taller now than a man.

A vigorous low west of the craft 

will pressurize a past. Remember 

our lighthouse in Mexico as Freya

continuously abandons system O.
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Pressure pushed closer to a coast

by two cold fronts moves an interior.

One will morph into the other

the other will level the will.

From just beyond the waves I 

imagine you on shore 

waving

the transformations of the sea 

determined, deformed 

by gravity, blue-green

then white, the Isle of

love, a voice says

an infinite number of waves

means hello and 

or goodbye.

Floating a will toward 140W 

an upper-level low drifts slowly

marine breath woven between chance

and shadows advancing in a man.
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While a cold sun diminishes

the coastal region, increasing chance

winds of Cape Mendocino bring force 

a gale, a Teutonic deity to swell the will.

I know you  aren’t

there

that you don’t suffer 

or shiver          or even move

diaphanous                            and flammable

above this

smooth slope of beach           the hiss

of windblown sand.

Surface west of the inner waters and level.

Odin will push central then drift offshore

as a lower disturbance moves into position

a man with an ice-plant flower in his hand.
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Small craft advisory for hazardous fog 

a ship’s log links observations

anchors knot 15 at 7 seconds

development diminishing the coast.

So many dead ends 

a lien on the property

alien on the property.

I mean real dead ends

cul-de-sacs and sarcophagi

phantom of follows

we do not acknowledge each other from a great distance

an impossible distance

which does not acknowledge us.

Cold fronts associated with cormorants

result in high seas darkening blue

a gulf to build while the will 

remains several, nearly thru.
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Moving a series thru a multi surface

mirrors another morning. Push onshore 

toward the beach-fire, a shipwrecked 

ghost-girl expected to arrive.

i is an irrational number

the i between sense and science

a séance in a sentence.

Where we are is in a scent.

Innocent

step back and view it

a cormorant on a pylon drying its wings like Christ

a fly rubbing its black feelers back and forth like time

I didn’t know I didn’t want you 

to go

till you were gone.

Persisting over a desert flow

a thermal low will will the waters

while across a coast slowly

cold, the wife of Odin nears.
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A deep low centered 500 miles offshore

slowly weakens the sun. Isolated seconds

(4, 35, 13) subvert observations

hazardous knots loosening a will.

Where a massacre occurred hundreds of egrets nest in a cypress grove. Secrets of 

ghost-birds by definition kept, swept into openings. Bridge 3 reaches the Samoa 

Peninsula whose pulp mill’s phallic smokestack signifies a hole in Vader’s 

helmet. The smokestack makes clouds indistinguishable from the other clouds, the

real ones. Other and real, your ghost still inhibits Indian Island. Pulp mill, the 

toxification and uglification of a landscape provides poems for your paper. The 

Handmade Recycled Paper Shop is haunted. Von Humboldt did most of his 

exploring in South America. He was the first German to compare the Amazon to 

the thought of a forest in Northern California, a red thought.

A cool upper-level trough lingers across the sea

a strong low drifting over Point Saint George.

Lift a hazy interior toward the sun and you

appear, twisting the stem of a red snapdragon.
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South swell increases prior to passage of O

a gibbous moon intensifying flow toward Frigg

a goddess with a small craft, a cataract

in the blue-green of her left eye.

When the first rednecks seen/sawed the Redwood Forest

they called it red gold.

A thick fog enshrouds the North Coast

dragon’s breath erasing tree by tree the Grail Forest

less than 1% of the Redwood Forest     remains.

The quest was in vain in spite of spirits

bitter in blown glass.

We were red gold, then green gold, then blew.

Begin to build high in the will

bringing stronger winds back

over inland waters, dark swell

amalgams under a small craft.
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Daybreak reaches peaks in coastal waters

screeds of fog building reduced visibility

hazardous to persist 12 miles from the O

expected to arrive magnified.

Tho I walk thru the shadow

the valley is with grain

irrigated from greed fed by the Kern

a kernel of rue growing.

Steam injection and horizontal drilling increase production

by decreasing viscosity, allowing more flow.

Gold, red gold, black gold, green gold

California is broken

into phases like a moon

filled with rabbit-holes

like a heart.

Located 500 nautical miles west of Eureka

move tonight 14 feet as the first in a series

of potent frontal systems, hazardous seas

will seize the small craft.
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The first cold front will dim the will

followed by another and a third

shifting system bringing large swell

and larger wind, 13 murres every 7th knot.

On a concrete ledge under an asphalt bridge the rock doves are lovely.

HERE’S YOUR CHANCE = 2CFONT = SOLO =

a flexible existence for confusion.

Numerous channels exist

across a dusky sea 

a golden-orange obelisk of light

a segmented query 

for strengthening soggy boundaries.

What interrupted our forecast pulls us

apart, system O growing bright hot.

Push a trough 35 knots and expect

Odin’s hazardous craft after midnight.
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Isolating nights will continue 

as a frontal system reproaches a will

north of the forecast a reckoning

whose involutions we couldn’t resolve.

Involve a number of risks and uncertainties

which could cause actual loss.

Whittle a poem to numbers

the exact sadness of being

LANG = 5D

UAGE = WAD = 3X

a simplified solution for the distribution of T.

This is true in commerce and war, a poetry

for baking glue, waves breaking a shore into

discrete particles, single grains to stick to the real.

Build over the west wall of the will pressure.

A chance of second chances diminishes

evening becoming 24 feet, disciples

without a boat to cross the water.
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High in the will a thermal low remains

traversing a coast. Strong waters pull 

patterns pushing projection O

over indigo horizon, the full sun.

Look at the trees—cedar, fir, oak—

and the bees above the grass

while two boys pass a plastic army man 

back and forth.

From the edge of a spa a boy's squeal

pierces steam, another boy chases.

Hulk on his back beside Iron Man by the pool 

in fogged glass a cherry tree erases.

Coastal echoes moving inland tonight

build moves toward a center

boys pressured to enter the Navy

Odin increasing winds and seas.
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A long S will linger along a will

swell the early waters and build

scattered variables becoming moon data

Freya radiating behind a cold front.

Make your signals as clear-cut as possible

traffic lights where once a forest.

The well-oiled wheels of automobiles

flatten pavements smooth and black.

Whatever they point to or we make them point to 

the signals I mean 

whose inhabitants haven’t been discovered

a haggard girl on a corner with a cardboard sign NO

ONE READS.

Graphical features, a harvest moon

over a coast, strengthen the will

the interior beginning to fluctuate

between force A and a dorsal fin.
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Buoys now report visibility

approach today from the east

then guild the western waters

where a small craft vanishes.

Language impregnates negation

white clouds splashed across it

a bay a blue mirror that points tonight

to Polaris. North Star points 

to Northern Cross, Cygnus reminding us 

of the egret roosting in a cypress 

beside a marsh, whiteness interrupted 

by absence, the converse of a new moon

I see you, but you’re not there.

Centered 400 NM off a ghost

remain calm, seeing thru a system

a coastal sun move offshore

to light the end of the sea.
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Build and hold Odin

deep in the central bilge

then generate a long-period swell

large, to swallow the ship.

Out of swamp-grass a ghost-bird ooms.

An ivory bill is a tin horn

a crown of thorns moves thru a dark wood.

Metonymy. Substitution

as Christ was a substitute. Toot     

as if it can speak

only thru our own sad trumpets.

King of the Woodpeckers

King of the Jews

whose cross is the intersection of the path

of the ghost-bird and the brass.

Expectations beneath a ship

begin to program system O

with numbers ringing a saint’s eyes

his cloak drifting over gobies and ghost shrimp.
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Trailing fingers behind a small craft

at night, trails of phosphorescence

a boy communicates with a coast

unbelieving in the girl’s absence.

You will not catch the rabbit.

I am a trail.

A trial, the girl says.

This kind of swerving is a habit.

Ribbet.

A frog is a decoy.

Before form dissolves

you will deny me 

three times three equals

Mercury

closest and there-

fore fastest. 

Variables along the immediate

bring showers and a shift

as the marine layer shimmers 

and Odin curls a wave over a girl.
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While a jetstream shifts offshore

finger limpets cling to moist sandstone.

Arrive early, a reinforcing surge

Odin continuing to merge patterns.

Held straight up it’s a misshapen cross, knobby rust-flakes knots of oxidized 

spirit. Thor is a blacksmith, a smelter. The vertical axis begins as Miölnir 

becomes a railroad tie, then a spike to hold an oyster bed in place. Held sideways 

it’s a replica of a flying instrument, its fuselage a split piece of gnarled, barnacled 

spruce. One wing twice as long as the other and bent, shades of crimson rust 

resemble dried blood, at the end of the short wing a rusty spike head splattered 

with guano. Strange bird, what alchemy transmuted you into the tree you were 

perched in, the gibbet tree. Smirched. 

Associations with Odin intensify

spindle whelk, sculpin and piddock

system O bumping up against chance

a man-boy jumping from rock to rock.
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To remain anchored off Point Arena

maintain a tight pressure gradient.

The space between Freya’s eyes fluctuates

a band of winds wavering.

In an eddy beneath spruce boughs

language disturbs the real.

Water-striders emit

minute concentric circles blurring

a reflection of branches and sky.

In an eddy beneath spruce boughs

language disturbs the imaginary

your body an anti-thought

ruffling a ghostly moon

a night heron muffled and mostly gone.

Currently located near 44N 132W 

light winds wend a thermal high

over the Pacific Northwest, Freya

dragging a mirror thru the water.
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With wind/wand speeds in the 20 to 60 nautical mile

corridor, drift further offshore or meander

between the coast and the Sacramento Valley.

A stronger wind will locate a longer wand.

That’s not what we want from language, a voice says.

The tallest tree in the world, a redwood.

The second tallest tree in the world, a redwood

2,000 rings

a telephone in the underworld.

Nothing lasts forever

except the universe itself.

Redwoods stand and grow

other.

They are the opposite of metaphor

of us.

An upper-level system will move across Sunday

bringing scattered light to the numerous.

Numinous, long-period southwest swell rings 

the Pacific, a blue wave looming.
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Across 130W a low will stall

then drift offshore and develop

new storms written in a will.

West of 130W a wall of Odin falls.

A helicopter has come to save us

but the shark 

latches onto one of its legs and drags it down.

Whenever I watch this scene the last noise

the propeller makes before going under alters

a warped shard of sound shaped 

differently each time.

Because the pieces won’t fit together in time

between forecasts your patterns scatter

invisible bridges.

I mean ocean guarded and regarded as resource

like noise in a poem—

Macro bumble media

less than virus 

greater than us.

Warning, 1,000 millibars migrate the O

a persistent insistence on the coast

where pressure builds a disturbance 

turning red and white underwater.
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Concoct a lower-level force.

Coastal eddies beside North Jetty

result in light flow patterns 

growing, becoming riptides.

           Surf

on the surface

    face

Franken(gertrude)stein

beyond the margin of (t)error

one Bloody Mary, two Bloody Mary, three Bloody Mary

4 skeletons exchange change in a bank

a creek swims between its banks

skeletons break bills, bird beaks in the creek.

Waters of the west persist while

across a hazardous cape

a small craft waves

a mixed swell thru the will.
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Cool sand smooth against a bleached log

morning winds sweep the tops of dark blue waves

blur the increase until a ghost-bird shrills

resulting in widespread fog.

Poetry is pottery without hands

only the kiln cannot be said

to be empty. 

Moist clay squishes up between my toes

trying to be something.

From a cliff birds made of words.

Approaching a big rock in a small craft

guano glistening

I can still feel your hands

exactly where I used to be.

While water continues to dominate a pattern

warm air will rise under a Caspian tern. 

When an inverted thermal trough widens

a full moon floats thru the night like a buoy.
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Nearing the edge of a large trough

mixed swell generated by extremely 

active swerves beneath a surface 

a man’s isolation persists.

In system X a sun sets and clouds turn 

to pink and yellow smoke.

System O is a target, 9 concentric rings nailed to an oak.

Seagulls crisscross above streetlights and powerlines at dawn

gauzy fog around a marsh, a ghost composed 

of negative mass travels faster than light

past and future indistinguishable 

rivers of fire flow

above and below a forecast

in which your absence

inhabits me.

Marine mammals pull a buoy west

unsettling conditions in a will 

will diminish the difference

between internal and X.
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A cold front will swell a frontal lobe

accelerating images onboard 

the small craft, hazardous 

vibrations in the house of Job.

A man dances on a raised platform facing a big glow

its source cut off by the dream frame. 

Icarus waxes. The moon 

is a mirror, catastrophe smiles

like a dog chasing wings. Things start

to part, a sherbet to melt.

This is the way the dream moves, whether a boy 

perceives a yellow moon

waxing gibbous now above the bay's black mirror.

Concentrating on one word

moon, man-boy or buoy 

a ghost-bird will open upon

a woman closing a will.
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Arrive at a forecast and traverse.

A frontal boundary will disperse the will

followed by large swell growing stronger

pelicans strung above tall dark walls falling.

Icarus, what is your name?

There is no future.

There is no past tense in a dream.

There was an intention. I was intentional

a courageous fool.

How do you feel? asks the ghost.

I mean, how do you do it?

Light the inner waters and flow.

Pressure intensifies below pelicans

mixed swell, wax melting 

under a man with nowhere to go.
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Unsettled conditions drift tonight

lift the end of the sea. A cold front 

will pull a small craft offshore

as Thor swerves thru system O.

Time and space twist around itself like a corkscrew. 

The Inferno is a corkscrew with nine rings.

You cannot admire it without tasting 

of the spirit. It wants

to be a goblet, a form that holds.

Which is the meaning of addiction

its flames its     affliction

which predetermines you

an ideal and absolute

observer

for whom the gauntlet.

Stalled offshore a small craft 

unsettles the will. Two systems 

combine to produce rainfall, Freya’s 

tall fingers moving underwater.
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Ring 6 or 7 rings and a ferry boat

pushes the solution north. More 

surface moves turn a system chrome

Freya’s chains strengthening in the sea.

I’m walking north along a shore, a fishing boat trolling just beyond the surf when 

it happens, the ghostly experience of seeing my trail of footprints, traces of my 

former self still facing south. But if my former self were walking toward me now 

where would the fishing boat be? And which waves would be breaking, the ones 

that were breaking then, are breaking now, or have broken in the intervening 

minutes? Time and space are interwoven and cannot be separated. I must’ve 

assumed we were too, all the times we walked on this beach together, or that time 

trolling when you snagged a baby salmon by the eye – it was difficult to remove 

the hook without removing the eye, and when the fish disappeared into the sea we

were both hoping. 

A thermal low looms over the interior

a length of chain unchanged in strength

afternoon clearing likely to strengthen

Freya’s precision.
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87.

Pressure the upper S then subside

or ride a northwest swell south

across the interior, the tide

turning in a shark’s mouth.

It’s a barracuda, still alive barely while gulls are pecking at it. Sun shines on its 

one eye and it glows brilliantly, a little circle of emerald luminescence. I’ve never 

seen a light like that emanate from an eye. I think of an eye as a receptacle for 

light to enter, but here it’s clearly the other way around—an amazing green light 

is radiating out from the eye. I don’t think about your light green eyes until a gull 

plucks it out. 

A tidepool of green sea-anemones nearly

compensates for sloppy surf and veiled sun.

Focus on a different aspect of the forecast

or see Freya vanish again and again.
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88.

A thick low intensifies the interior

winds and seas not easing until

a warm front crosses the will

and Freya passes thru a blue mirror.

A sea-lion pup has washed up on a beach. With big soft black eyes she looks at 

me, mammal to mammal. She’s not breathing well and flies are starting in the 

sand between her whiskers. She opens her mouth, her teeth still so small, but can’t

get enough air. A tremble begins in her chin and moves to the bottom of her belly

—maybe a seizure, I’m later told, caused by poisons in the water, DDT and 

domoic acid. With a groan she stretches her tail and lifts her little hand-fin. It’s 

useless, she’ll be dead by dark. The sun is setting and the metaphor is pathetic. 

Look at it, a big orange ball on the nose of the sea. 

As system O extends across a gulf

a combine with lower resistance to flow

sentimental aboard the small craft

maybe she was only molting.
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89.

Centered around 40N move a sound 

inland. High pressure will shift 

north of the craft, soft tonight

easing wind and seas beginning to thin.

Against the trunk of a sunlit redwood the shadow of a man, its fuzzy outline 

grows sharper as morning comes on. Among the leaves of a tall alder a warbler is 

difficult to spot. No one has ever seen a warbler’s shadow. The redwood’s trunk is

the color of a blood orange, even the long furrows between the hairy bark 

illumined. Now the silhouette is so sharp and so dark that where its shape is cut 

into the trunk nothing of the tree can be seen.

Lower the remains off a coast and persist 

along a surface over days, a small craft 

Odin will begin to accelerate again

to push cooler air from the northern haze.
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90.

Anchored offshore, continue to interact

extending northward a gusty coast. 

Sunday waters cause the will to trough

seabirds aloft, generally a disturbance.

A clammer at Clam Beach says razor clams taste best. I paddle out, thinking about

razor clams baked in honey, honey in the groin. The surface is blue but beneath 

it’s golden green. Sea-lions are rafting some 30 yards from me, their fins raised 

and wavering above the sea like little sails. During my whole session I only think 

of you once. Walking back up the beach a light swath of fog moves low over the 

sand so a person walking north along the shore—it’s the clammer with his bucket 

of razors—is beginning to hover in midair. 

Moving thru fog will cross a boundary

a will to continue along the far shore.

To weather the waters build a small craft

with big oars approaching Thor.
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91.

State slowly a buoy becoming

as a cold trough traverses the Great Basin.

This will bring rising winds to the buoy

a boy with big eyes, 3 feet at 14 seconds.

Not much more than richly-colored pieces of paper they fly for thousands of miles

and return, sometimes to the same branch. We could do the same “and know the 

place for the first time.” But the monarchs of Hawaii have never been known to 

migrate. If I lived here I wouldn’t leave either. They’re fluttering around us in the 

sea, me and a few locals. It’s spring in February and we’re surfing in tropical 

water with butterflies floating above the waves. Between sets we sit and look at 

each other and smile. If I lived here my inability to forget you wouldn’t matter, 

but I don’t.

Moving from one craft to another 

a man waxes, the seas high.

Remain quasi-stationary as a boy

pokes a dead butterfly. 
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92.

Shapeless northwest wind-waves 

the overcast forecast repeats itself 

barely seen thru white-grey haze

a goldfinch on a bare plum branch.

There are other houses, powerlines, a street with parked cars and moving cars but 

every time I look left I see magenta azaleas in front of a yellow house, to my right

between slopes of several black rooftops a blue triangle of the bay where now a 

yellow sail appears and disappears. We had a pair of yellow curtains. I still have 

them—they hang from the kitchen window—only a trace of yellow left, the sun 

having turned them almost white.

Hazardous repetition accompanies Thor

high pressure offshore and low pressure on.

Cold cloudy dawn, the surf like scrambled eggs

the legs of a gull dangle over a dead herring. 
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93.

Rebuild the Oregon, internal

a thermal high pressing the will to move

inland, a small craft near a foggy pier

still visible in what’s left of Freya.

Above a tree-lined cliff above the sea

a California gull hovers.

Now a pelican. It’s magic 

you continue

to be fooled. The fact that they are flying

have flown and will fly 

an ordinary miracle

a ghost in the heart.

It’s something you get used

you almost get used to.

Pressure the waters toward track E.

While the will clings to a buoy

a body of light between areas of fog

invisible forms build offshore.
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94.

A marine glow buoys a will.

Stay in the lighthouse and Freya 

will lay a passage between 

a small craft and all marine zones.

Having been gone so long     off

into the Sea of Darkness

it’s beginning to return

a sea turtle 

on a ledge beneath the ceiling of a house I don’t recognize. My dream 

figure/figment notices the creature briefly, is then greeted by some old 

high-school friends. When my dream figure/figment turns to leave the 

turtle is on the ground, lovely mysterious patterns on its carapace as I 

wake.

Turtle was my nickname in high-school

long before we met, almost

as long as you’ve been gone. 

The dream is about slowness

the poem a carapace.  

While a strong front washes a coast

winds will ramp up along the cape

seas likely to ease slightly as Freya

begins filling a will with twilight.
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95.

Due to the influence of an ebbing tide

a wave warps and warbles, doubles up 

and over a man. While storm O gathers

Thor will light across leaden waters.

Pools at low tide—intricate patterns 

of bumps and ridges in wet sand mirror

patterns of bumps and ridges in clouds.

My dream figure/figment is sitting in a small craft on a sand-dune when 

the tide suddenly rises and carries it off. It’s drifting toward a floating 

dock when your boat appears, a big beautiful boat, then you appear and 

say this is where the sharks are, meaning sand-sharks or dogfish, meaning 

this is where you catch them. Then a dark blurry flash from behind and a 

realization that someone was in the back of the small craft, he’s just fallen 

in and I know the shark is about to get him when I wake.

Predator and prey switch places

the way you switch, when placed 

in front of a mirror, places with yourself.

Bringing a return of fresh southerly breezes

across most of Northwest California, system O

will tilt a small craft and scatter Freya’s mirror

as a thermal low intensifies the interior.
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96.

Fill and warm the Great Basin.

High over the northern coast

a thermal trough develops, persists

increasing swell invisible in fog.

You fight with Odin in your dreams

ocean     flashing white     against black rocks.

I fight with you in mine. 

Last night three of you: between a white bathrobe and a white towel 

twisted on top of your head your whole face is green and you’re looking at

me thru green eyes; you're talking on a phone with a long snaky green 

cord; you're the voice at the other end. An argument with oneself amounts 

to a mouth the dead speak thru.

Today I expected to see a green sea

full of voices     but it’s silent     and blue.

Build a will, a high building 

over the Pacific and a strong 

cold front will approach the edge 

of a buoy lit by an oily moon.
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97.

A flapping V moves the system

Aleutian geese across grey space.

West swell will build behind Freya

face after cold green face.

Heermann’s gulls line a small sand-wall

in front of which, ocean.

A resemblance grows between patterns of guano on sea-rocks

and patterns of quartz down shale cliffs.

Guano glistens like snow, like those little explosions

of whitewater, of cumulus.

My memory of us

is a sappy movie

a snowball fight after which warm kisses in the cold

holding hands on this beach.

Now it’s just me

but there’s a whole army 

of red-billed gulls.

Meanwhile hemispheres travel

warm swell unravels Punta Gorda

and a man walks with the ghost

of a hand on the small of his back.
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98.

Low clouds and fog continue to plague the area.

Large swell from a storm in the gulf pulls 

the Pacific into Oregon, where a small craft 

scrapes a crag of limestone reef.

Second wing skims green water.

The river it passes over is good to drink.

I want to drink you again.

I can't

go down the same river twice

because I is another 

river turning     to ice.

A small craft limps across the Pacific

a pressure gradient between X 

and interior tightening, fog

only occasionally light.
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Following a strong surface low across

the Pacific rapidly diminishes the O.

When a longer-period W arrives

Freya will be replaced.

Every day I look for you in the forecast.

It isn’t futile

because at least once a year it happens:

a 3 foot south swell at 14 seconds combines

with a 5 foot northwest at 12 seconds to create 

glassy, hollow, A-frame waves wedging 

and bowling across the sandbar at Shipwrecks.

A southeast wind at 8 knots means an offshore breeze

brushes the wave-crests—spectrums in the spray.

The sun’s out all day, it’s just as good at low tide

and at last your absence makes 

no difference.

A foam-rimmed log at twilight

steep seas forming from storm O

12 feet at 20 seconds after midnight

the small craft approaches home.
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Fog will continue to spread the interior

pressure offshore, pressure near

an unidentified sea-creature beached

a flock of pelicans fouling a pier.

This one is broken just

so it resembles a wing. I keep it

because I want it to mean something.

Have you ever said that to someone

at the end of your first and only night together

I want it to mean something?

When asked what the film means

Fellini replies, what do you mean, mean?

What I mean     is all the pieces     

an infinite number     really do fit together     

not just theoretically     but there isn’t 

nearly enough time in a single human life

to connect more than a few     changes     

and of oneself     so one’s picture of the world          

but remains     to the end     

hopelessly fragmented.

A thermal will moves thru a trough

a new moon defined by the distance 

between perception, an ocean

slowly overtaking a small craft.
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